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Problem Statement

q Up until 2025, the World Health Organization is expecting a continuous 
decrease in alcohol consumption as a consequence of alcohol policies 
together with constantly growing awareness and research for healthier 
and sustainable lifestyles  

q Year after year, non-alcoholic beverages market is growing fast globally, 
but consumers are also more conscious of the risks associated with 
soft drinks such as obesity and nutritional deficiencies 

NEED FOR HEALTHIER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS  

DIFFERENTIATING FROM NOWADAYS PROPOSAL



Idea

Creation of a drink 
Natural, non-alcoholic, not carbonated, 
sugar and gluten free, biological 
without losing style, elegance and 
aesthetic taste.                                                                                                    

Target 
Stand-alone product, but also an 
unprecedented basis for non-alcoholic 
cocktails thus giving a concrete 
alternative to be proposed in a 
premium market segment targeting 
middle-aged public



Industry Background

Beverage Industry 
Mature sector that includes companies which market Non-alcoholic and Alcoholic items. 
Few sizeable players dominate – intense competition 

Soft Drinks are controlled by two major groups, The Coca-Cola Company and PepsiCo. 

…. However, the sector is full of numerous businesses that have cut its own role launching 
specific products or products that are typical of a given territory.



Reference Products

Analysis
Different products were put in 
comparison both alcoholic 
and non-alcoholic considering 
each specific characteristic. 



Trends & Needs

ØAttention to authenticity of resource

ØPreference for natural and biological products

ØEnjoy design and handcraft manufacturing

ØConcerning for sustainable brand, ethical labels and clean packaging

ØNot satisfaction with existing soft drinks



Mission - Vision

MeMento’s MISSION 
is to give PLEASURE in drinking HEALTHY while 
tasty, adopting natural elements to achieve a 
complex experience.

MeMento’s VISION
statement is to promote a PROPER NUTRITION 
STYLE to well-being staying together in harmony 
and ENJOYING THE NATURE.



Product Description

MeMento's innovation is a meaning innovation.

Blend is obtained by mixing different plants and
herbs using what is currently considered a
secondary product to the steam distillation
process of botanical elements, called hydrolat or
aromatic water.

Elements are distilled in separate fractions,
allowing to treat each fraction differently to get
the best individual flavour.

At the end all the components are put together
to get the best unified flavour profile possible.

A non-alcoholic aromatic blend

A distilled beverage made with botanicals 
coming from Mediterranean lands

Who’s ?



Value Proposition

MeMento is a blend of aromatic waters obtained from 
certified herbs, flowers, roots and fruits of our territory 
becoming alternative to classic alcoholic distillates.                                                                       

The objective is to sell a SOPHISTICATED PRODUCT for a 
MULTISENSORY IMPACT but at the same time being 
NATURAL, WITHOUT ALCOHOL OR SUGAR, GLUTEN 
AND VEGAN FREE.                                                                                  

MeMento places itself in the market as a new type of product 
that can enter its own niche.

MeMento should be drunk alone and as a base or flavouring 
for cocktails. 

It will be wrapped up in a glass bottle with a wood cork and 
that hold 700 ml  (24 fluid oz.), which display the name of the 
brand, logo, and facts related to the nutrition facts and list of 
ingredients. 



Core Values

Multi-sensorial From smell to taste: complex bouquet, unique aroma

Natural  Organic, Botanical

Authentic Handcraft, Genuine 

Heritage History, Roots, Remedies

Healthy  No alcohol, No sugar, Aromatherapy: plants benefits 

Pleasure Enjoy drinking, Enjoy nature, Relax, Take it slow

Sophisticated Not ordinary, minimalist design

Putting these values together and integrating in the local environment the best 
character that identifies MeMento is

MEDITERRANEAN



Product distinctive elements genesis

most different styles.

MeMento 
MeMento 
MeMento 
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Sales & Marketing Targets
B2B B2C

Kind: Men/Women aged 25-50
Type: High Educated, Fashion-conscious, 
Health life style, Social and Responsible aware
Location: Major cities in Italy and abroad
Social life: Loves to travel, Party, Socializing
Features: Bold, Vibrant, Imaginative
Interests & Activities: Creative/handcrafts, 
Nature and Botanic lovers, Cocktail lovers, 
Cooking lovers, Natural beauty lover, 
Designers, Journalists, Artists, Sportsmen 
Natural/healthy products lovers, Veggies, Yoga. 

Unlike alcoholics, it can be consumed by 
youngsters, athletes, those who are going 
to drive, pregnant women, those who can’t 
drink for health reasons, those who are not 
allowed to drink alcohol for religious 
reasons and of course by the abstemious.

Places to go 

– Upscale/elegant bar 
– Restaurants nature inspired, Veggies 
Nature/wellbeing
– Organic restaurants, cafes, shops
– Wellness and beauty centers
– Locations related to plants, botanicals 
Design/creativity
– Bars with attention to design, 

minimalism, natural environment
– Exhibitions, locations and events related 

to arts/culture/creativity/handcrafts
Territory (drink & food)

– Chefs, sommeliers
Outdoor sports/open air

– Events related to unusual and nature 
oriented open air activities
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STRENGHTS 
Ø Flexibility in terms of  costs and 

structure 
Ø Authenticity: handcrafted in small 

batches 
Ø Meet Emerging Trends 
Ø Sole recipe product 
Ø Historical and traditional roots 
Ø Distinctive look and packaging 

 

OPPORTUNITIES 
Ø No direct competition  
Ø Concept areas uncovered as 

Wellbeing-Aromatherapy-Virgin 
Cocktails 

Ø Increasing consumption of                       
non-alcoholic drinks 

Ø Creation of  a unique brand 
Ø Favourable laws on healthy 

products 
Ø Transversal clients 

 WEEKNESSES 
Ø Limited knowledge of  beverage 

sector 
Ø No external support as funding, 

distribution channels 
Ø No direct control on the raw 

materials 
Ø Strong specialization: one product 

lacking options on different 
flavours 

Ø New in the market 
 

THREATS 
Ø Make acceptable an innovative 

product 
Ø Relative high price for the market 
Ø Enter a market of  big corporations 
Ø Possible new entrants  
Ø Customers may not switch for 

diverse causes  



Business Model Canvas



Operations – Prototype, Test, Production



Best EMBA
Project Work
2015-2017

MIP – Business School
Politecnico
Milan, Italy



The Company  

INNOVATIVE START UP

Chamber of Commerce
Milan, Italy

May 2017 - Foundation
Oct 2017 – World Premiere















PRESS
In-depth articles in Local and International online and offline magazine and newspapers
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Overview of the Beverage Industry:
Where does MeMento Fit?

In recent years growing consumer awareness of healthy and sustainable

living is significantly affecting all sectors, not least the beverage.

From this emerges the need for, and consequently an opportunity to,

introduce innovative products that respond to market needs, and that differ

significantly from the current offering.

After careful analysis and with much passion, Eugenio Muraro decided to

create a drink made with ingredients of organic origin (alcohol free, sugar

POSTED ON OCTOBER 25, 2017 BY DRINKPRENEUR IN BRAND NEWS WITH 1 COMMENT
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Memento UnveilsMemento Unveils
Aromatic Non-Aromatic Non-
Alcoholic BlendAlcoholic Blend

Press ReleasePress Release  || Nov. 8, 2017 at 1:00 pm

MILANMILAN — Natural, authentic, healthy,

pleasurable and sophisticated: these are the

main characteristics of Memento, a blend of

distilled aromatic waters filled with the scents of

the Mediterranean. Made from organic

ingredients, no alcohol, no sugar, no gluten,

Memento is a sophisticated vegan product for a

multisensory impact: it’s an elegant drink on its

own and a versatile base for cocktails.

Memento emerges from a selection of
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CUSTOMERS

DISTRIBUTION



RETAILERS

PROFESSIONAL CUSTOMERS

PRIVATE CUSTOMERS



Traditional Channels

Presentation Event 

POP

Sponsorship

Internet Marketing

Website

SEO

Blog/Video

Social Marketing

PRODUCT MARKETING

Masterclass

> 75.000 
POST 

READINGS

> 20.000 
SINGLE VISITORS

> 2.800 
REAL FOLLOWERS

> 200.000 people
TOTAL REACH



MASTERCLASS



PARTNERSHIP





PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY





MeMento
Mixology

















Memento S.r.l
Milan – Italy
info@mementodrink.com

www.mementodrink.com

http://www.mementodrink.com/

